Abbreviation {#nc005}
============

BBMRI-ERIC

:   *Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources European Research Infrastructure*

CCD

:   *Continuity of Care Document* -- A document exchange standard for sharing patient summary information between computer applications

C-CDA

:   *Consolidated CDA* -- A structured data format for standardising content and structure for clinical care summaries

CDA

:   *Clinical Document Architecture* -- XML-based, electronic standard used for clinical document exchange

CDE

:   *Common Data Element --* A standard format for data elements

COEUS

:   A semantic web application framework

CR

:   *Cancer Registry*

CS

:   *Classification Schemes* -- Part of the classification metamodel of ISO/IEC11179 intended to permit the classification of arbitrary objects into hierarchies

CSI

:   *Classification Scheme Item -* a metadata item that might be classified in a classification scheme

CTV-3

:   *Clinical Terminology Version 3 --* later version of READ codes version 2. Used in the UK's National Health Service

DEC

:   *Data Element Concept --* Used in ISO/IEC 11179 to denote the association of Object Class and Property

DICOM

:   *Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine --* International standard to transmit, store, process, and display medical imaging information

ECIS

:   *European Cancer Information System*

ECFSPR

:   *European Cystic Fibrosis Society Patient Registry*

EHR

:   *Electronic Health Record*

ENCR

:   *European Network of Cancer Registries*

EU

:   *European Union*

EUBIROD

:   *European best information through regional outcomes in diabetes*

EUROCISS

:   *European Cardiovascular Indicators Surveillance Set*

FAIR

:   *Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable --* Guiding principles for making data available

FHIR

:   *Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources --* Next-generation standard of HL7 for electronic exchange of healthcare information

GDPR

:   *General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union*

HITSP

:   *Health Information Technology Standards Panel*

HITSP C32

:   The HITSP Summary Documents Using HL7 Continuity of Care Document (CCD)

HL7

:   *Health Level Seven --* A not-for-profit standards-developing organisation in the field of electronic health information

HTTP

:   *Hypertext Transfer Protocol --* application-layer protocol for transmitting hypermedia documents

ICD

:   *International Classification of Diseases*

ICD-10

:   *ICD 10th revision*

ICD-O-3

:   *International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd edition --* classification system of tumours according tumour topography, morphology, behaviour, and grade

IHE

:   *Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise*

IHE DEX

:   *Data Element Exchange --* an integration profile in the IHE QRPH domain

IHE ITI

:   *IT Infrastructure --* one of IHE's technical framework domains

IHE PCC

:   *Patient Care Coordination --* one of IHE's technical framework domains

IHE QRPH

:   *Quality, Research, and Public Health --* one of IHE's technical framework domains

IHE RFD

:   *Retrieve Form for Data Capture --* an integration profile in the IHE ITI domain

IHE XDS

:   *Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing --* an integration profile in the IHE ITI domain

ISO/IEC

:   *International Organization for Standardisation/International Electrotechnical Commission*

ISO/IEC 11179

:   *ISO/IEC Metadata Registry Standard*

LOD

:   *Linked Open Data --* Structured open data that are linked to other data in machine-readable ways

MDR

:   *Metadata Registry --* A registry containing metadata rather than actual data

METeOR

:   *Metadata Online Registry --* Australia's Metadata Online Repository for national metadata standards for the health, aged care, community services, early childhood and housing and homelessness sectors

MIABIS

:   *Minimum Information About BIobank data Sharing*

OC

:   *Object Class --* One of the component parts of a CDE as defined by ISO/IEC 11179, which together with the Property component constitutes a DEC

OWL

:   *Web Ontology Language --* family of computer languages with different degrees of description logic expressivity for creating web-based ontologies/knowledge bases

P

:   *Property --* One of the component parts of a CDE as defined by ISO/IEC 11179, which together with the Object Class component constitutes a DEC

PARENT

:   *Cross Border PAtient REgistries iNiTiative*

PBPR

:   *Population-Based Patient Registry --* A registry that collects a set of patient-related data from a defined population base

RD-Connect

:   Integrated platform connecting databases, registries, biobanks, and clinical bioinformatics for rare disease research

RDF

:   *Resource Description Framework --* A standard model for data interchange on the Web

READ codes

:   Clinical terminology system used in the United Kingdom's National Health Service until superseded by SNOMED CT

REST

:   *Representational State Transfer --* Architectural style that builds on HTTP for developing web services

RESTful

:   Conforming to the REST architectural style

RoR

:   *Registry of Registries* -- A registry that holds information on registries

SCTID

:   *SNOMED CT Identifier*

SKOS

:   *Simple Knowledge Organization System --* A specification for supporting knowledge organisation systems on the web such as thesauri, taxonomies, and classification schemes

SNOMED

:   *Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine --* A comprehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology with an ontological foundation based on OWL

SNOMED CT

:   *SNOMED Clinical Terms*

SNOMED RT

:   *SNOMED Reference Terminology --* Precursor to SNOMED CT, which was merged with CTV-3 to form SNOMED CT

SNOP

:   *Systematized Nomenclature of Pathology* -- Precursor to SNOMED

SPARQL

:   *Recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language --* A computer language used for querying and manipulating data stored in RDF format

SQL

:   *Structured Query Language --* A computer language used for querying and editing databases

TNM

:   *Tumour, Nodes, Metastasis* -- Globally recognised standard for classification of malignant tumours

Turtle

:   *Terse RDF Triple Language --* One of the syntax and file formats for expressing data in RDF

UMLS

:   *Unified Medical Language System --* A unified vocabulary for mapping concepts in multiple vocabularies

URI

:   *Uniform Resource Identifier --* A unique string-type identifier of a web-based resource

VD

:   *Value Domain --* One of the component parts of a CDE as defined by ISO/IEC 11179. A DEC can associate with any number of VDs depending on the representation of the data type

WHO

:   *World Health Organization*

XML

:   *Extensible Markup Language*

XPath

:   *XML Path Language --* A language for navigating through and searching XML documents

XSD

:   *XML Schema Definition* -- Defines the elements and attributes in an XML document

1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Whereas no consistent definition exists for the term patient registry -- possibly underlying the many different purposes for which they are used [@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0015] -- an important qualifier is attached to the definition of population-based registries [@b0020].

Within the domain of cancer, the principal aim of population-based cancer registries is to record all new cancer cases arising in a defined population with emphasis on epidemiology and public health practice [@b0025]. Population-based cancer registries provide information on the cancer burden for healthcare planning and evaluation purposes, and also provide valuable data for studies on prevention, early detection/screening, and cancer-related healthcare. As an example, it is of general public interest to know the risk (and its evolution over time) of developing or dying from a particular cancer. Such information is obtained by epidemiologists and used by public health planners to effect changes in healthcare practice [@b0030].

The concepts of population-based cancer registries are equally applicable to other disease paradigms and we therefore introduce the encompassing term: Population-Based Patient Registries (PBPR).

PBPRs attempt to capture all cases related to a specific illness/condition within a defined population, which is important for removing sources of selection bias from epidemiological studies. PBPRs are therefore instrumental in the planning and evaluation of disease control programmes as well as in the effectiveness of patient healthcare measures.

Data collection in a PBPR is a time-consuming and labour-intensive undertaking requiring access to a number of different data sources that include hospital discharge records, clinical records, pathology reports, and death certificates, all of which may use different encoding schemes for disease. Painstaking commitment is required to ensure the quality of the registry's data. Data quality can be compromised through such things as undiagnosed cases, uncertainty of diagnosis, under-reporting of cases, and inaccurate application of codes [@b0035]. PBPRs are different from clinical registries, where the focus is on clinical care and hospital administration. PBPRs collect fewer variables and the variables they do collect are at less granular detail for purposes of comparison at population levels. Consequently PBPRs and clinical registries are used for quite different purposes, which serves to explain the conflicts that can arise between clinical demands for prognostic precision and epidemiological demands for comparability and completeness [@b0040].

1.1. Objective {#s0010}
--------------

Encouraging secondary data usage of PBPRs would further the symbiosis between data usefulness and data quality. It has been observed that using population-based registry data not only reduces the time and costs otherwise spent on epidemiological studies but leads to increased validity of results [@b0045]. Moreover, linkage of registry data with other types of data, such as environmental, socioeconomic or dietary/lifestyle data covering the same populations can stimulate more specific and targeted research to test the validity of any observed correlations.

In this paper we present a means based on an existing metadata framework by which this linkage could be achieved at a technical level both for aggregated data sets and individual record level data. Most of the examples are with reference to the chronic diseases domain but PBPRs are vital also for the infectious diseases domain as has so clearly been underlined by the recent Covid-19 coronavirus pandemic.

2. Standards for healthcare data interoperability {#s0015}
=================================================

Attempts to link health data are soon frustrated by the need to align different systems used for the various operations of collecting, recording, describing, and classifying information. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the area of electronic health records (EHR).

Considerable effort has been expended over many years in the drive towards data standards that allow interoperability between disparate EHR systems. Data standards are needed at many different levels, including address protocols, message formats, document architecture, management of document sharing processes, and healthcare terminology [@b0050].

2.1. Message format standards {#s0020}
-----------------------------

Two examples of widely used message format standards include Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) and Health Level Seven version 2 (HL7 v2). As well as facilitating interoperability by ensuring common encoding specifications, they also provide transport-packaging mechanisms for documents conforming to document architecture standards, such as HL7 Clinical Document Architecture (CDA).

2.2. Document architecture standards {#s0025}
------------------------------------

Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) is an initiative between healthcare professionals and industry to improve healthcare information sharing. Part of this work involves defining integration profiles that provide precise definitions of how standards can be implemented to meet specific clinical needs [@b0055]. The profiles are categorised under domains specific to their clinical and operational scope. Examples of these domains are Patient Care Coordination (IHE PCC), IT Infrastructure (IHE ITI), and Quality, Research, and Public Health (IHE QRPH).

The clinical document architecture standard HL7 CDA provides a hierarchical set of specifications for the structure of clinical documents (essentially electronic versions of physical documents). The Consolidated CDA (C-CDA) implementation guide [@b0060] contains a library of CDA templates, incorporating and harmonizing previous efforts from Health Level Seven (HL7), IHE, and Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP). It represents harmonization of the HL7 Health Story guides, HITSP C32, related components of IHE PCC, and Continuity of Care Document (CCD).

Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) is a recent, next-generation standard framework created by HL7. FHIR broadly fits into both the categories described under [2.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}, [2.2](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}. It is based on modular components or resources that can be combined to provide customisable solutions for providing clinical and administrative information. It also describes an application programming interface. FIHR combines elements of HL7 v2, HL7 v3 and CDA; FHIR resources provide direct implementation of functionality from other standards [@b0065] including DICOM and IHE. One advantage of FHIR concerns the fact that resources can easily be assembled into working systems at a fraction of the price of existing alternatives and is suitable for use in a wide variety of contexts. Included in these contexts are mobile phone apps, cloud communications, EHR-based data sharing, and server communication in large institutional healthcare providers [@b0070].

2.3. Document sharing specifications {#s0030}
------------------------------------

IHE Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS) is a standards-based specification under the IHE ITI domain for managing the sharing of documents between healthcare enterprises using federated document repositories and a document registry (for indexing and storage document metadata). Since XDS is document content neutral, it supports any type of clinical information without regard to content and representation (e.g. HL7 CDA, DICOM, etc.). Enterprises however need to belong to an XDS Affinity Domain and to agree a common set of policies [@b0075].

Concerning interoperability between EHRs and registries, the IHE profile Retrieve Form for Data Capture (RFD) allows a generic way for systems to interact. Once an EHR is RFD-enabled, it can be used for multiple use-cases by allowing information exchanges for different purposes [@b0005].

2.4. Terminology standards {#s0035}
--------------------------

Examples of terminology standards include the International Statistical Classification of Diseases (in various revisions: ICD-10, ICD-11) and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED). ICD is a medical classification list maintained by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and defines the universe of diseases, disorders, injuries, and other related health conditions in a comprehensive, hierarchical fashion [@b0080]. SNOMED evolved from the Systematized Nomenclature of Pathology (SNOP) for describing morphology and anatomy. A logic-based version on SNOMED (SNOMED RT) was combined with Clinical Terms Version 3 (CTV-3), which itself evolved from the Read codes to create SNOMED CT [@b0085]. SNOMED CT is designed for a large number of different applications and is especially useful for clinical decision support whereas ICD is more suited to classification.

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a unified vocabulary that brings together concepts listed in multiple vocabularies. It integrates and distributes key terminology, classification and coding standards, and associated resources to promote creation of more effective and interoperable biomedical information systems and services, including electronic health records [@b0090]. It provides a useful tool for mapping between ICD-O-3 codes (International Classification of Diseases for Oncology, 3rd edition) and SNOMED CT terms [@b0095].

2.5. Healthcare data standards in relation to PBPRs {#s0040}
---------------------------------------------------

Most of the focus regarding data-interchange standards has been on electronic health records and the need to access health data related to a particular patient or group of patients. While this work is of direct importance to PBPRs in the collection and submission of data to registries, less attention has been paid to the exchange of aggregated data sets that are important for epidemiological studies. A survey of European PBPRs indicated that whereas respondents were most familiar with the HL7 standards, they were not necessarily using them beyond collection of primary data for the reason that the standards were not appropriate to their specific data structure and needed information [@b0100].

Epidemiology is not so much concerned with accessing particular individual cases as it is with selecting complete sets of patient cases sharing certain commonalities from a known population. In this regard, aggregation of cases from a PBPR, or several PBPRs, is particularly pertinent.

3. Examples of European PBPRs and their data sets {#s0045}
=================================================

PBPRs collect certain information on individual patients in a defined population who have been diagnosed with a given condition. Apart from general information such as date of birth, date of diagnosis, sex, the data variables collected by PBPRs are dependent upon the disease domain and can vary between registries depending on national or regional health policies as well as the resources available to the registry. The most important variables in a specific healthcare domain form what is called the common or core data set. The variables in the core data set are generally the most harmonised since they are compared across regional and national boundaries.

Examples of core data sets associated with European-based PBPRs in a selection of healthcare domains are: cystic fibrosis [@b0105], cardiovascular disease [@b0110], congenital anomalies [@b0115], diabetes [@b0120], rare diseases [@b0125], and cancer [@b0130]. As a specific example, the variables in the European population-based cancer-registry core data set capture information concerning the tumour such as: topography (tumour location); morphology (tumour form/structure); behaviour (whether the tumour is benign/in situ/malignant/uncertain); grade (the degree of the abnormality of the tumour cells); basis of diagnosis (how the tumour was diagnosed); and stage (the state of progression of the tumour at diagnosis). The latter is generally described by the TNM Classification of Malignant Tumours globally recognised standard [@b0135].

Whereas PBPRs hold specific information on patients in defined populations, the focus of their work is not so much at the individual level. Epidemiology requires individuals' information in order to identify the relevant cohorts of patients for a particular study. Once the cohorts have been identified, the personal identifiers are removed and results are provided as aggregated data.

Data may be aggregated in a number of ways. One example is by age group whereby number of cases (incidence, mortality, etc.) is aggregated in predefined age ranges. In case of rare occurrences of a specific type of disease, where the number of cases is low, data may also need to be aggregated across wider geographical areas to avoid potential identification of individuals -- this is particularly the situation encountered with rare-disease registries (RDRs).

Indicators (such as incidence, mortality, survival, and prevalence) derived from the core data set provide the means of comparing the disease burden between different populations. Considerable effort is expended in ensuring the accuracy and comparability of the indicators and underlying data and therefore it is important to allow maximum re-use where possible.

4. Data interoperability needs of PBPRs {#s0050}
=======================================

It is oftentimes not a straightforward matter even to find the core data sets. In addition, the descriptions of the associated variables are not necessarily defined in rigorous and unambiguous terms. Just addressing these two aspects alone would bring an immediate breakthrough in the possibility of mapping heterogeneous data sets along common fields of aggregation.

In order to appreciate more fully the data interoperability needs for effective secondary use of PBPRs, they can be considered as a number of distinct use cases:

4.1. Use case \#1 -- Access to aggregated core data sets {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------------------

The first use case relates to the need of collecting harmonised data (corresponding to the core data sets discussed in [Section 3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}) from a number of PBPRs. This use case is an example of processes already in operation to gather datasets for comparison at European Union (EU) level for monitoring the burden of disease in different healthcare domains. Currently this is undertaken via some central entity issuing a call for data to the participating registries. The call specifies a common data protocol to which registries are expected to adhere in submitting their data. The collection entity validates the data against a harmonised data validation protocol, which may require a number of iterations in the data submission. Once all the data sets have been validated, the data are aggregated and made publicly available. The process is not optimal for three main reasons. Firstly, it introduces significant time delays on top of those already incurred by the registries themselves in collecting data from the primary sources; when the aggregated data sets are finally made available they may be several years out of date. These delays compromise the value of the data for timely feedback into healthcare planning processes. Secondly, it is demanding of resources -- the iterations are relatively manual and require a significant number of communication workflows. Thirdly, data sets are thereby duplicated, leading eventually to data integrity and versioning issues.

4.2. Use case \#2 -- Access to aggregated full data sets {#s0060}
--------------------------------------------------------

The second use case is an amplification of the first use case but would allow maximum reuse of the registry data by access to the registry's aggregated full data set. Access to the core data set has been described in [Section 4.1](#s0055){ref-type="sec"}, but this forms only a subset of the data stored by the registry. Whereas variables outside the core data set may not be standardised or harmonised, if they were described following standard metadata concepts their meaning would be clearer for data users to analyse them in an appropriate way with less danger of making false assumptions. Indeed a rich source of untapped data resides in the variables of the full data sets. This use case therefore introduces the notion of a registry's aggregated full data set.

4.3. Use case \#3 -- Access to record level data {#s0065}
------------------------------------------------

The third use case concerns the situation in which access is needed to individual record level data. Such a scenario may be faced in research studies that need to select a set of case records across several registries and then perform the aggregation. This use case is trickier regarding the data privacy requirements since registries would in this case need to release individual record-level data, albeit to another registry. This use case is primarily needed in the case of rare diseases where one registry may not have a sufficient number of cases to undertake a particular study or for high-resolution studies in the absence of solutions for use case \#4 described in [Section 4.4](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}.

4.4. Use case \#4 -- Aggregation on demand {#s0070}
------------------------------------------

The fourth use case concerns a registry service that could be termed aggregation on demand. As discussed in [Section 3](#s0045){ref-type="sec"}, the focus of epidemiology is not the individual per se, but groups of individuals sharing a common condition. The normal procedure follows a request to registries interested in participating in a given research project. Depending on data privacy agreements, the study proceeds with individual case records and the results are published in terms of aggregated data with no reference to specific individuals. If instead a means were available of aggregating data according to a study-dependent aggregation protocol, there may be no need for registries and studies to set up data-protection agreements and protocols that add time delays and costs to projects. This use case would require a standard way of specifying aggregation protocols that could be simply applied to registry data.

4.5. Use case \#5 -- trace-back to primary data sources {#s0075}
-------------------------------------------------------

The fifth use case also concerns high-resolution studies. Analysis of aggregated data sets may suggest correlations or patterns, the statistical validity of which may require investigation in greater detail via high-resolution studies. These studies generally require more specific data and it is therefore necessary to identify the individual data subjects of those constituting the aggregated set of interest. It is not a straightforward process to trace back this information to the primary data sources and the exercise is a costly process both in time and resources. Having the possibility to trace back automatically the original primary data source given a (pseudonymised) patient identifier held in the registry would greatly facilitate these sorts of studies.

4.6. Current limitations regarding secondary data utilisation of PBR data {#s0080}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The current limitations regarding access to patient registry data -- even within a given patient domain -- are widely apparent [@b0015], [@b0035] and constitute a first major challenge without regard to the more complex one of linking data between heterogeneous registries covering different patient domains.

The difficulty of understanding which PBPR data sources are available and what sorts of data they hold, coupled with the cost in both time and resources of making that data available in the format required greatly compromises the secondary-data usage of PBPRs. Even if the data were readily available, it is not a straightforward matter for researchers to know how the associated variables relate to the research study in mind or even how the data can be used appropriately. The registry is normally actively involved in the study to ensure the data are used correctly, but this also serves to limit the number of concurrent studies.

Previous attempts have been made at EU level to address some of the underlying needs [@b0140], particularly within the field of rare diseases in which the problem of interoperability is more acute on account of the widely different types of diseases classified within the same overall patient domain [@b0145]. These efforts, however, remain largely focused within each specific patient-registry domain and although the ensuing solutions may ease access to European-harmonised data on a thematic disease level, the use of different metadata methodologies coupled with different data-registration and data-discovery mechanisms will still present a challenge for the inter-linkage of data between registry domains.

Without any overarching strategy and overall coordination across patient registry domains, much effort will continue to be duplicated in terms of reinvention of solutions that have at their basis shared and common requirements. It would be worthwhile to find some way of uniting these efforts towards a common and scalable methodology. With a common framework initiatives would converge more rapidly towards greater data interoperability with consequently greater scope for secondary data usage.

4.7. Requirements of a framework to fit the process constraints {#s0085}
---------------------------------------------------------------

In view of the fact that the data sets may stretch back many years, it is not feasible to require fundamental changes to already existing data representations or individual registry infrastructures. A more practical solution would be one that encouraged, wherever possible, mapping of local registry data structures to common metadata constructs and the means of retrieving data on the basis of those mappings. Given the number of entities involved and the autonomy of those entities, any solution should as far as possible also be standards-agnostic; it would not be realistic to advocate the use of any one standard and the framework should ideally be able to work with the different standards in place.

A framework with the potential of meeting many of these requirements already exists and its capacity of interfacing with different healthcare standards in the field of electronic health records has been demonstrated [@b0150]. The framework consists of a federated architecture of semantic ISO/IEC 11179 [@b0155] metadata registries (MDRs) and provides an innovative way for accomplishing mapping of metadata across systems and semantic contexts using linked open data (LOD) principles.

The semantic MDR framework was initially proposed for enabling data inter- linkage between different EHR formats with a primary focus on mapping the individual common data elements (CDEs) to standard CDE models. The framework has also been successfully applied to secondary use of EHRs for post-marketing surveillance [@b0160]. Combining the concepts of metadata description of ISO/IEC 11179 with the capacities of linked open data and semantic web technologies provides a powerful and highly adaptable data-interoperability framework. The framework essentially extends the concepts behind the IHE Data Element Exchange (DEX) profile [@b0165] under the IHE QRPH domain by federating the metadata registry and providing semantic linkage. It thereby scales the DEX concept across systems of disparate CDE definitions [@b0150].

The versatility of the model would make it amenable to any application requiring standardised data exchange and, arguably, the limitation of its applicability is constrained more by implementation-based decisions within the given domain than by the technological constraints themselves. This paper presents a proposal for an implementation of the framework to address the particular data interoperability issues in the field of PBPRs.

5. ISO/IEC 11179 {#s0090}
================

ISO/IEC 11179 [@b0155] is a general description framework for data of any kind. It was prompted, amongst other things, by the need for standardised data-design procedures in order to ensure the emergence of data elements capable of supporting electronic data interchange. According to the standard, metadata are viewed as data about data in some context, where context can be considered as the set of circumstances, purposes, or perspectives relating to the data elements. In terms of the ISO/IEC 11179, a data element has therefore both semantic and representational components.

ISO/IEC 11179 distinguishes between the concept of a data element (Data Element Concept -- DEC, describing the contextual semantics) and its representation (describing the permitted values a data element may use); the set of permitted values is called the Value Domain (VD). The DEC further comprises two sub-components; the Object Class (OC), encapsulating the general underlying concept of the DEC; and the Property (P), a characteristic shared by all members of the OC (independent of any specific data-type). A data element is created when a specific DEC and a specific representation are associated together.

The OC, Property, and VD provide searchable interfaces within the ISO/IEC metadata registry framework. For example, searching on a given Property would provide references to all DEC classes related to that Property and, through these, references are returned to all the associated OCs and VDs. An on-line application of the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, METeOR [@b0170], provides a good example of the means of searching for metadata elements within an ISO/IEC 11179 metadata registry.

5.1. Implementation example -- METeOR {#s0095}
-------------------------------------

By way of a specific example, METeOR defines one of its OCs as "Person with cancer". Associated with this OC are a number of Properties, one of which is "Primary site of cancer". The associated DEC is "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer" which encapsulates the concept of a person with cancer having a primary site of the tumour.

Since there are various coding schemes for the conceptual domain denoting "tumour type", the "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer" DEC is free to associate with any of them (via assignment of different VDs), with each association providing a separate data element. Thus one data element is defined as: "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer, code (ICD-10-AM 7th edn) ANN{.N\[N\]}" for descriptions of tumours according to the 7th edition of ICD-10 (International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision) [@b0175], whereas another data element is defined as: "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer, code (ICD-O-3) ANN{.N\[N\]}" for descriptions of tumours according to ICD-O-3 (International Classification of Diseases for Cancer, 3rd edition) [@b0180]. In METeOR, the fields "ANN{.N\[N\]}" refer to the format of the codes (one alphabetical character followed by two numeric characters with an optional decimal point followed by one or two numeric characters). The fact that the codes for these two schemes for classifying cancer-type are expressed in exactly the same format underlines the need to make unambiguous distinction between the VDs, as supported by the ISO/IEC 11179.

5.2. Classification schemes {#s0100}
---------------------------

A further important principle of ISO/IEC 11179 concerns the use of classification schemes, which provide the means for developing metadata with enhanced semantic descriptions. OCs, Properties, VDs, DECs, and Data Elements are all classifiable components, and this aspect is an integral part of the philosophy underlying the federated semantic MDR framework.

By way of illustration, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} depicts the constituent concepts of the CDE "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer, code (ICD-O-3) ANN{.N\[N\]}".Fig. 1An example showing the construction of the CDE: "Person with cancer -- primary site of cancer, code (ICD-O-3) ANN{.N\[N\]}" from its constituent concepts according to ISO/IEC 11179, which include the Object Class (OC): "Person with cancer"; Property (P): "primary site of cancer"; and Value Domain (VD): "code (ICD-O-3) ANN{.N\[N\]}".

6. Federated semantic MDR framework {#s0105}
===================================

The federated semantic MDR framework enhances the capacity of the ISO/IEC 11179 metamodel by mapping its various constructs to associated OWL (Web Ontology Language) [@b0185] classes and properties within an ontological representation of the metamodel [@b0150]. This mapping allows the different concepts of an ISO/IEC 1179 data element to be described in RDF (Resource Description Framework) [@b0190] and therefore uniquely identifiable and openly accessible through URIs.

6.1. Restful services {#s0110}
---------------------

As part of the functionality of the framework, semantic MDRs are expected to open some simple REST (REpresentational State Transfer [@b0195]) services. REST is an architectural style that builds on HTTP for developing web services. Web services that conform to the REST architectural style are referred to as RESTful web services. REST uses URIs to identify resources and RESTful web services are able to handle web resources in a variety of different formats.

The set of RESTful web services provided by a semantic MDR [@b0150] are: CDE endpoint (for retrieving the RDF description of a CDE or its components); CDE search (for performing searches on a CDE or its components; Semantic links (for retrieving all the semantic links associated with a CDE); Extraction specification (to retrieve the extraction specification defined for a CDE); and SPARQL [@b0200] endpoint (to provide native SPARQL support).

Dereferencing a CDE or any of its components via the semantic MDR's RESTful services returns the description of the component and all its context in RDF, including any classification scheme resources. Classification Schemes (CS) and their sub components Classification Scheme Items (CSI) are the means in ISO/IEC 11179 for developing metadata with enhanced semantic descriptions. The semantic MDR uses these resources to annotate the components of a data element with hyperlinks to other MDRs or to terminology systems thereby providing a rich means of searching and linking CDEs or their sub components across domains through LOD principles.

CDEs are generally abstract data element definitions but the underlying data that have been described by these CDEs can be retrieved through the framework. The way in which this achieved is by setting up an extraction-specification CS with an extraction-specification script that is executed on a data server. The semantic MDR framework supports three types of extraction specifications: XPath, SPARQL, and SQL. The mechanism is described more fully in [@b0150] and examples are provided in [Section 7](#s0120){ref-type="sec"}.

6.2. Semantic linkage with a terminology system {#s0115}
-----------------------------------------------

As an example of linkage with a terminology system, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} shows the CDE Property "Primary site of cancer" discussed in [Section 5.1](#s0095){ref-type="sec"} that is associated with a CS resource described by SNOMED CT, which is hosted on the BioPortal web site [@b0205]. Contained within this resource is a CSI resource of type SKOS:exactMatch with value given by the URI to the SNOMED CT code: 399687005 (primary tumour site). Dereferencing the Property within the semantic MDR framework would provide the semantic link to the specific match in SNOMED and provide the means to find all other components in the framework referencing this same code.Fig. 2An example of linkage of a CDE Property with SNOMED CT. The Property "Primary site of cancer" has a CS resource described by SNOMED CT, hosted on BioPortal. Contained in the CS, a CSI resource of type SKOS:exactMatch with value given by the URI is linked to the SCTID code: 399687005 (primary tumour site).

The ingenuity of the framework leads to a number of advantages; namely, that:•it can be implemented gradually in a well-staged approach;•it requires no fundamental change to the local data -- the underlying principle is to map local metadata to standard metadata descriptions or common dictionaries without enforcing compliance of metadata to any particular standard;•it is scalable across many different patient-registry domains and can moreover be implemented in each domain independently of the other domains;•not only are CDEs automatically registered and therefore findable, but they can be reused in an interoperable way via the semantic mapping descriptions to harmonised metadata standards.

Furthermore, via these mappings and their associated extraction specifications, local data elements described by otherwise non-standard CDEs are readily accessible. The semantic MDR framework therefore intrinsically supports all four of the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable) guiding principles for scientific data and stewardship [@b0210].

In order to illustrate how the semantic metadata framework can be implemented to address the use cases identified in [Section 4](#s0050){ref-type="sec"}, the practical example of population-based cancer registries will be considered.

7. Application of the semantic MDR framework to population-based cancer registries {#s0120}
==================================================================================

7.1. Use case \#1: Access to aggregated core data sets {#s0125}
------------------------------------------------------

The aggregated core data set of the European Network of Cancer Registries (ENCR) consists of five main variables: indicator type (incidence/mortality), sex at birth, cancer site, historical year, and number of cases broken down into five-year age ranges. Within a cancer registry's (CR) tabularised aggregated data set, these variables equate to the column names (c.f. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 3Example of one single row of a CR's aggregated core data set, with column header information.

Currently these data are accessible from the European Cancer Information System (ECIS) [@b0215], but it requires some effort to extract them in their entirety. Furthermore, the metadata are described in different places [@b0130], [@b0220], and not in machine-readable terms, nor do the majority of variables link to more generic metadata terms thereby rendering cross-linkage of data difficult between different PBPR domains.

### 7.1.1. Transcription of data into RDF {#s0130}

In order to make the aggregated data set accessible via the semantic MDR framework, it is first of all transcribed in RDF, and maintained in a triple store. RDF is used since it provides a convenient means for the data to be searched and accessed via a SPARQL end point.

A triple store stores data according to triplets corresponding to subject, predicate, and object. RDF provides a standard model for data interchange on the Web and allows structured and semi-structured data to be shared across different applications. To transcribe the CR aggregated data in terms of RDF, the column names translate to the predicates of the RDF triples, with the row identifier (or primary key) forming the subject and the data values of the column names forming the objects.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the header and one row of the aggregated data set corresponding to one CR (information taken from ECIS). It shows, within that particular CR, the number of incident male lung cancer cases in the associated age brackets per 100,000 head of male population in 2009. [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} shows how one of the age-bracket elements (age bracket 55--59) from this row of data would be transcribed in RDF. The predicates and the objects -- apart from the xsd (XML Schema Definition) prefixes -- point to currently fictitious URIs and specific values of the respective Value Domains' data-format attributes.Fig. 4Example of a data entry in a CR's aggregated core data set in RDF, using the Turtle [@b0225] serialisation.

The predicates are essentially the concatenated references to the metadata concepts of the ISO/IEC 11179 model described in [Section 5](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}. In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for example, the predicate:

encr:personWithCancer_TumourPrimarySite_TumourCodeECISv1

is the URI associated with the CDE similar to that described earlier with OC of "Person with cancer" and Property of "primary site of cancer". In this CDE however, the VD "TumourCodeECISv1" would have the list of possible values as defined currently by ECIS [@b0220].

A tentative full RDF definition of the subjects, predicates, and objects used in this PBPR example is provided in [@b0230].

### 7.1.2. Definition of CDEs {#s0135}

The remaining five predicates in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} refer to the other CDEs needed for describing the data associated with the ENCR aggregated core data set, namely:

pbpr:caseRegitration_HistoricalYear_YearYYYY

pbpr:caseRegitration_Indicator_CodeX

pbpr:caseRegitration_NumCases_Number

pbpr:patient_AgeGroupAtDiagnosis_5YrAgeBracketNum

pbpr:person_SexAtBirth_CodeX

where once again each predicate forms a concatenation of OC, Property, and VD of the CDEs according to the ISO/IEC 11179 model. Since most of the metadata types are generic to all PBPRs, they would best be defined and maintained within a generic-PBPR semantic MDR that could then be referenced by different PBPR domains as is illustrated in this example.

### 7.1.3. Composite CDEs and ISO/IEC 11179 {#s0140}

ISO/IEC 11179 defines a data element as a "unit of data that is considered in context to be indivisible", where context is defined as "the circumstance, purpose and perspective under which an object is defined or used" [@b0155]. The standard provides the example of a telephone number that may be considered indivisible in one context but divisible in another (where telephone numbers need to be divided into country code, area code, and local number). To all intents and purposes, the core data set can be considered indivisible for the purpose of making it searchable and accessible as a whole. Not only are the core data sets standardised and harmonised within any given PBPR domain, but an individual field within the aggregated data set is not meaningful without explicit reference to the values of all the other fields in the same row. The way in which the core data set will eventually be used forms a higher-level context outside our immediate concern and since our interest is in allowing access to and retrieval of the core data sets as a whole within each PBPR domain, we specifically define a CDE to represent a registry's aggregated core data set. This marks a slight departure from the aim of [@b0150] where the purpose was to extract the value of specific CDEs associated with the EHRs of specific patients. The alternatives (none of which are preclusive to the above) would be: (a) to specify CDEs representing each individual record within the aggregated core data set, e.g. the number of incident, male (at birth), lung cancer cases aggregated within the age range 55--59 years diagnosed in the year 2016. This however would require a major initial outlay of effort in defining the whole set of CDEs (for each individual tumour type, age bracket, indicator type, sex, and year) as well as complicate the task of reconstituting the entire aggregated core data set for users requiring it; or (b) to provide a user interface for selecting the particular fields of interest within the data set and on the basis of these choices, to run a script on the data set to return the relevant result. This option also would require more initial effort, although such an interface would be useful also in accessing individual record data (discussed in [Section 7.3](#s0155){ref-type="sec"}).

### 7.1.4. Proposed definition for an ENCR aggregated core data set CDE {#s0145}

Following a similar semantic-MDR schematic representation to that provided in [@b0150], [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the definition of a proposed CDE for the ENCR aggregated core data set with semantic links through the LOD cloud.Fig. 5Semantic links of a CDE and its Property inside the ENCR semantic MDR. The Property (P) is annotated through the SKOS mapping property "exactMatch" to indicate that the CR core data set is an aggregated core data set of a population-based patient registry. The Object Class (OC) is annotated through the SKOS semantic relation "broader" to indicate that a PBPR is related to an ENCR registry but is broader in context. The CDE has an "Extraction Specification", which in this example is a SPARQL script that is defined in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}.

The CDE is the association of an OC that represents the concept of a population-based ENCR registry with a Property referring to the feature of an aggregated core data set, and a VD that specifies the form of the data element (in this case RDF-formatted text).

The Object Class of the CDE is annotated with a concept of a population-based patient registry (via an association with a classification scheme item) through the SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) [@b0235] semantic relation "broader" to indicate that a PBPR is related to a population-based ENCR registry but broader in context.

The CDE also has an extraction specification specified with a SPARQL script (described in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} ) that can be used to retrieve ENCR-conformant aggregated core data sets from local CR MDRs.Fig. 6SPARQL script to retrieve an aggregate core data set from local CRs. The ≪localRDFfile≫ tag is a generic tag that is overwritten by the URI of the RDF graph containing the local data set. The latter is returned after searching the federated semantic MDR framework for links to the "ENCRreg.AggregatedCoreDataSet.Text" CDE.

Executing the script in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} with the URI of a local registry's aggregated core data set would return all the records on a row-by-row basis with the individual data fields of each record aligned under the column names entitled by the predicates of the RDF triples. The latter are no less than the links to the CDE metadata describing the associated data fields and may be dereferenced to provide all the associated sematic links. Consequently the user has all the information needed to ascertain in a relatively straightforward manner the full semantic meaning of each record.

In a more general scenario, a user might be interested in finding all the available population-based registries having aggregated core data sets. To do this the user would search through the semantic MDR framework on the Property "AggregatedCoreDataSet". The search would retrieve the URIs to all the aggregated core data sets linked to this Property for all PBPRs accessible in the framework. Refining the search on Object Class would then provide the means of classifying the URIs in terms of their specific domains (e.g. CR domain). Finally, the DEC together with the Value Domain define the CDE from which the extraction specification can be found for the specific registry domains. The user then has all the means by which to extract the data from all the local registries within each patient-registry domain.

Even achieving this result would in itself constitute a major milestone in the path towards data interoperability between registries and open up for the first time the means of accessing data from all the various PBPR networks without a major effort on behalf of the user. As an example, it would then be possible to look for potential correlations at population level between indicators relating to pancreatic cancer and type II diabetes in different geospatial regions and ascertain possible cohorts for further high-resolution analyses.

7.2. Use case \#2: Access to aggregated full data sets {#s0150}
------------------------------------------------------

The core data sets, as useful as they are, hold only a fraction of the data potentially available. Access to the full set of a registry's data variables would not only provide users with much richer data sets but also serve, by wider use of the data, to accelerate the data-harmonisation process.

Due to the currently limited degree of harmonisation of the full variable sets for many PBPRs, the CDEs of the non-harmonised variables and the extraction specifications for the full data sets would need to be provided and maintained by the local registries until such time as the variables became harmonised.

[Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the CDE for the full data set could be defined in the local MDR (CaRegXXX): The CDE of [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} is associated with three CS resources, one used by the CDE itself of type ExtractionSpecification for eventual extraction of the data set; and two of type SKOS - one used by the OC of the CDE, and one used by the Property component of the CDE. The OC is again used to refer to the concept of a population-based ENCR registry through the SKOS mapping property "exactMatch". The CSI value field of the OC's associated CS resource contains the URI of the corresponding OC in the proposed ENCR semantic MDR (<http://encr.eu/resource/cde/ENCRreg>). The Property refers to the concept of a population-based aggregated full data set also through the SKOS mapping property "exactMatch". The CSI value field of the Property's associated CS resource contains the URI of the corresponding Property in the proposed PBPR semantic MDR (<http://pbpr.eu/resource/cde/AggregatedFullDataSet>). The VD specifies the form of the data element (which could be either RDF-formatted text or SQL-formatted text), and extraction specification for the aggregated full data set could accordingly be specified either in terms of SPARQL or SQL, depending on the local MDR's decision. To complete the picture, the OC of the CDE in the ENCR semantic MDR (to which the OC in the local CR links) is itself linked to the corresponding OC in the PBPR semantic MDR but this time through the SKOS semantic relation "broader" to show that a PBPR has a broader scope than a CR.Fig. 7Semantic links of a CDE inside the local CR (CaRegXXX) semantic MDR. The Object Class (OC) is annotated through the SKOS mapping property "exactMatch" to indicate that the local registry is an ENCR registry---which is itself mapped to the PBPR OC via the SKOS semantic relation "broader" (c.f. [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}). The Property (P) is also annotated through the SKOS mapping property "exactMatch" to indicate that the CR aggregated full data set is an aggregated European harmonized full data set. The CDE has an "Extraction Specification" that, dependent on local decisions, could be a SPARQL or SQL script to return the data set in a way similar to that described for the aggregated core data set.

By searching on the Property "AggregatedFullDataSet" over the federated semantic MDR framework, the user would retrieve the URIs to all the full data sets from any associated population-based patient registry. The categorisation of patient-registry domain would again be determined from the OC. The DEC and VD together define the CDE from which the extraction specification can be found. Running the extraction specification defined in the CDE of the local registry would retrieve the aggregated full data set stored in the local MDR.

It is perhaps important to add that whereas the semantic linkages of the CDEs would provide comprehensive descriptions of the CDEs themselves as well as their potential relation to standard terminologies and dictionaries, this may still not be sufficient to provide users with a full understanding of the data paradigm and the interdependency of the data variables themselves. For a higher-level view, it may be necessary to provide a data model and/or ontology describing the data domain. The description of such models can however be integrated into the semantic MDR framework using the mechanism of the Classification Scheme described earlier. As long as the data model/ontology were accessible via URIs, the DEC (constituting the local registry OC and the aggregated full data set Property) for the aggregated full data set could be classified by CSIs that would point to the associated URIs. The higher-level descriptions would then be accessible along with all the other semantic links once the URI of the CDE for the aggregated full data were dereferenced.

7.3. Use cases \#3 and \#4: Access to record level data and aggregation on demand {#s0155}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Access to all the data variables at record-level would allow the greatest use and value of patient-registry data, but requires explicit patient consent under the EU's recent general data protection regulation (GDPR) [@b0240]. The record-level data are considered sensitive data even though they are generally pseudonymised through the recoding of the patient-identity field.

It should be re-emphasised that the ultimate reason why epidemiological studies require access to individuals' data is for the purpose of selecting the relevant cohorts of patients for testing a particular research hypothesis. Once the cohort is created, the analysis generally proceeds without further reference to individual patients. With this concept in mind, there are potentially two ways in which the data-sensitivity aspect of record-level data might be relaxed and allow data users more straightforward access to the underlying data:1.*By allowing users to specify the exact criteria for aggregating data*. As an example, a user could ask the registry for the group of patients with survival less than a certain length of time suffering from a given cancer- type. As long as the number of corresponding patients were greater than a pre-defined minimum to prevent possible identification, the returned data set would be an aggregated measure and therefore essentially anonymous. This is essentially the scenario described in [Section 4.4](#s0070){ref-type="sec"}.2.*By providing users pseudonymised individual records with a minimal set of data fields*. Minimising the number of data fields complicates the task of identifying a particular individual. This could be accomplished using a SPARQL/SQL front-end allowing users to specify search criteria based on a number of specific predicate/column names up to a permissible maximum number. Notwithstanding, appropriate measures would have to be in place to avoid successive calls on the same data being able to reconstruct the complete set of variables for any given record.

Data-access procedures for both these scenarios could in principle be automated since the results returned are arguably anonymised data. Requests of this nature could possibly be constructed via a similar type of interface to that described in [@b0160] albeit with extra functionality for handling service negotiation for data retrieval through a firewall.

7.4. Use cases \#5: Trace-back to primary data sources {#s0160}
------------------------------------------------------

Use case 5 lies somewhat outside the immediate focus of this paper, but it addresses a topic that could bring significant cost-savings to high-resolution studies. Particularly relevant is the work of Sinaci and Laleci Eturkmen [@b0150] in which they developed the semantic MDR framework for EHRs and consequently demonstrated how it is possible to retrieve data for a particular patient held in various clinical systems.

IHE-RFD and FHIR could potentially also provide alternative solutions for this task. Work is in progress to address the cost-benefit of implementing FHIR in the clinical registry world [@b0245]. Whereas FHIR could greatly facilitate the task, it would require widespread uptake and even then may not solve the issue of data stretching back many years held in legacy systems.

The advantage of the semantic MDR framework is that it does not require adherence to any one single standard. It would however require effort to establish the mapping to the various clinical sources for each local registry. Nor could the mappings be easily duplicated in other registries given the wide variety of differences between the various regional and national health infrastructures, processes, and data constructs.

8. Related work {#s0165}
===============

Within Europe, a number of initiatives in context of the EU cross-border healthcare directive [@b0250] have been undertaken to improve interoperability of patient registries.

One of the broader initiatives was the PARENT joint action [@b0140], involving several EU Member States and part-funded by the European Commission's health programme 2008--2013. PARENT aimed both to rationalise and harmonise the development and governance of registries for the purpose of facilitating secondary data usage for research and public health. The action developed a set of methodological guidelines to help overcome commonly encountered challenges in the establishment, operation, and maintenance of registries [@b0015].

PARENT also piloted a "registry of registries" (RoR) -- essentially foreseen as a web portal providing reliable and up-to-date information about European patient registries' metadata [@b0255].

Within the Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources European Research In- frastructure (BBMRI-ERIC) [@b0260], the MIABIS (Minimum Information About BIobank data Sharing) community standards [@b0265] were developed for supporting biobank data interoperability. MIABIS provides standardised data elements in XML for describing biobanks and as well as data on associated sample collections. A non-exhaustive list of other past and present domain-specific initiatives include: RD-Connect [@b0270], EU RD Platform [@b0275] (rare-diseases domain); EUBIROD [@b0280] (diabetes domain); EUROCISS [@b0285] (cardiovascular domain); EUROCOURSE [@b0290], ECIS [@b0215] (cancer domain); ECFSPR [@b0295] (cystic-fibrosis domain). With the exception of RD-Connect, the CDEs developed within the domain-specific projects are described in PDF files [@b0105], [@b0110], [@b0115], [@b0120], [@b0125], [@b0130] and therefore cannot easily be queried or processed, nor are their semantic contexts provided according to the principles of linked open data. RD-Connect uses the COEUS framework [@b0300] to build and provide the semantic context for rare-diseases registries. Given the sheer number of registries and variation in type of data repositories, COEUS facilitates the process towards semantic-knowledge federation. Whereas COEUS provides some of the functionality of the federated semantic MDR framework and eases the transition of traditional data storage mechanisms towards semantic web technologies, it would be unnecessarily restrictive to force it upon all registry domains. Furthermore, COEUS derives the predicates of the RDF triples from the column names of the underlying data sources and then maps them to the relevant predicates in a given ontology, wherein can lie potential inconsistencies as discussed in [@b0305]. In contrast, the federated semantic MDR framework has these mappings already established within the local MDRs and linked at the different conceptual levels of a data element through the classification scheme associations, allowing greater flexibility in semantic searches. However, some of the shared similarities could potentially be used to provide the semantic mappings to access data elements between the frameworks. Full alignment would be possible by defining the CDEs in terms of ISO/IEC 11179 and then using the semantic MDR framework to link the CDEs to the associated semantic mappings created using COEUS.

9. Discussion {#s0170}
=============

Overcoming the barriers to secondary data usage of PBPRs is an important goal. PBPRs provide a rich source of summarised health data in well defined populations stretching back many years.

Given the complex array of healthcare infrastructures and health data systems and the need still to interface with legacy systems, it is unlikely that any single health data standard will solve all the interoperability issues.

The intention of this work has been to show at a practical level how the federated semantic MDR framework might provide an elegant solution for addressing many aspects of the interoperability challenges facing PBPRs. The framework is able to operate across standards enabling data linkage between disparate systems. It can provide semantic linkage across heterogeneous PBPR domains and is not disruptive. It would also encourage federation of data and thereby remove the need for centralised data collection processes.

Its implementation is however not without certain obstacles.

9.1. Drawbacks of the semantic MDR framework {#s0175}
--------------------------------------------

In order to function across PBPR domains, it would be important to agree some common CDEs at an inter-PBPR domain level. These CDEs were discussed in [7.1](#s0125){ref-type="sec"}, [7.2](#s0150){ref-type="sec"} for concepts relating to aggregated core data sets, aggregated full data sets, and other commonly shared terms. The CDEs would also need to be maintained at this level, which in practice may be difficult to ensure -- especially since there is no entity currently operating at this scale of coordination.

Each metadata and data provider would need to establish a local semantic MDR and set up the RESTful services discussed in [Section 6.1](#s0110){ref-type="sec"}. For small registries or registries with limited funding, the provision of such services may be a tall order. Moreover, there is a cost in establishing and maintaining the semantic mapping between CDEs. In the most comprehensive scenario, this mapping would have to be performed by the local registry. Leveraging the work already done by existing terminology and classification systems can serve to attenuate the costs and maintenance is perhaps less of an issue given that the data variables recorded by PBPRs do not change that often (records may go back many tens of years and data must remain compatible for time-trend analyses).

Mapping also suffers the drawback of potential loss of information -- for example when a data element of broader scope is mapped down to one of narrower scope. The framework avoids such loss of information by using SKOS mapping concepts in which the semantics of these broader or narrower relationships are retained and does not force a one-to-one mapping between data elements where it does not exist. The latter is an important aspect since it furnishes data users with a full picture of the difference between CDEs in different data sets, thereby providing them the necessary information on which to make an informed decision on how to compare/integrate the data. It does however put the onus on the data users to perform the higher level mapping to integrate non-harmonised CDEs from several data sets, which in practice may be difficult to accomplish. It is likely that a dedicated application is needed to help marshal all the data from various sources.

Nevertheless, considering the benefits the framework promises and the fact that all other endeavours toward interoperability do not scale across all registry domains, the steps to implement it are meritorious of the required effort.

9.2. Summary of steps needed to implement a PBPR semantic MDR framework {#s0180}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The steps to implement the framework in the domain of PBPRs can be summarised by the following:1.Within the PBPR generic domain: to create a number of abstract ISO/IEC 11179 classes (in particular Object classes and Properties) that can be re-utilised at specific registry domain level. Examples would include "Population-Based Patient Registry" as an Object Class, and Properties such as: "Aggregated Core Data Set", "Aggregated Full Data Set", "Indicator Type", "Sex At Birth", "Year", "Geolocation Code", etc. These would provide the hooks for finding all the associated CDEs across different PBPR domains2.Within the specific patient-registry domain:(a)to create the required set of CDE definitions according to ISO/IEC 11179. One example for the CR domain would be the CDE definition for "Cancer Type", as discussed earlier. Metadata at this level will already exist -- at least for describing the variables used within the core data sets -- but may not be available in machine-readable ways. In order to reduce the effort, the initial focus could be limited to the definition of the core data variables;(b)to set up the semantic links (via the Classification Scheme Item of ISO/IEC 11179) in the manner described by the semantic MDR framework to any relevant standard terminology systems (providing data dictionaries, classification schemata, ontologies, etc.) to which the CDEs are related. Extraction specifications will also need to be provided for the aggregated core and full data sets in the manner described in this paper. The extraction specifications are used to extract the associated aggregated data sets from the local patient registries;3.Within the local registry/central registry domain: to provide the aggregated core data sets in RDF format;4.For all MDRs: to establish a RESTful interface enabling the services foreseen by the semantic MDR framework (namely, SPARQL endpoint, CDE endpoint, CDE search, Semantic links, and Extraction specification).

As an initial approach, if the central coordinating entities of the patient- registry domains store the aggregated core data sets as a type of proxy for the local registries, then the central semantic MDR of the different PBPR domains could service all the requests to retrieve the individual core data sets. However, to unlock the full power of the registry data, each individual local registry would also need to set up their own semantic MDR and RESTful interface in order to handle the requests on the local registry. As a result, all data sets would reside on the servers of the local patient registries without the need for any central-level repository; furthermore, automatic access to non-sensitive aggregated full variable-set data would then be possible.

In view of the fact that the implementation of these steps will share many commonalities between registries and also for ease of rolling out such a framework encompassing all population-based registries, it would be worthwhile to prototype the whole concept on one patient-registry domain and, in so doing, create an implementation manual for other domains to follow.

9.3. Cancer registry domain as a suitable prototype {#s0185}
---------------------------------------------------

The CR domain would serve as a good starting point. The CR domain is well established and comprises over 200 individual registries. Currently the core data sets are collected centrally and thereafter cleaned and aggregated prior to being made available on the ECIS website [@b0215]. The aim is eventually to eliminate the central data-collection process altogether, thereby avoiding extra overheads and delays as well as the need for retaining copies of data sets with all the consequent maintenance and data-integrity issues. One of the hurdles to overcome before this becomes a reality however concerns the data-validation operation. Data validation is necessary at the central level to ensure all the data sets conform to a similar degree of data quality such that they can more accurately be compared. Work is in progress to provide open-source data-validation software tools based on a standard ENCR data model using an ontological approach, which would allow a federated approach also to the data-validation process. One acid test will be to ascertain if these tools in conjunction with the framework itself provide the necessary robustness to devolve the current prerequisite central processes to the local level. In any case, self-regulation strongly motivates conformance to standard procedures and such a process could well be encouraged via the allocation of data-quality stamps to distinguish between different degrees of quality of data sets. Where data are seen to be essential, more effort will be given to ensuring compliance to standard practices.

10. Results and conclusions {#s0190}
===========================

In view of overcoming the issues facing PBPRs regarding secondary usage of data and data-linkage across heterogeneous patient registries, the federated semantic MDR framework provides a powerful, versatile, and -- more importantly -- non-disruptive solution. The framework maps local metadata to standard metadata descriptions and linking their components semantically via knowledge organisation system ontologies and terminology systems without enforcing compliance to any one common data model. In a world where data have long been collected and managed with local contexts in mind, this is a critical aspect towards allowing secondary data usage without requiring fundamental changes to existing data sets or local data-collection practices.

A major advantage of the framework lies in the fact that it is not a disruptive technology but rather provides the means, via the integration of a number of powerful tools and standards, to link data that would otherwise remain fragmented.

Whereas the implementation is not cost-neutral -- a number of elements need to be established and thereafter maintained -- and registries already contending with limited resources would undoubtedly require support, the following points must be borne in mind:•Population-based patient registries contain valuable and important data stretching over many years. The value of the data may be gauged from all the previous initiatives and endeavours to make them interoperable. If a registry is established, it makes inherent sense to ensure the data it collects are interoperable with those of other registries to provide extra value;•Not agreeing a common framework only postpones the problem of data inter-linkage to some future date -- data inter-linkage will always depend on semantic description of the data and where this has not been considered at an early stage, it will have to be done later on and at potentially greater cost;•Many on-going efforts focused on bringing interoperability across registries purely within a specific-patient domain are not resource-neutral and require considerable effort at all stages of the work. These resources could be re-directed;•Agreeing a common approach brings economies of scale that can ease the burden on any one registry. Automated tools developed in the course of implementing the framework in one domain can be used to facilitate its implementation in other domains. The initial attention within an individual patient-registry domain need focus only on the critical aspects of metadata definition and semantic linkages;•An infrastructure based on a framework that is designed for interoperability of EHRs means that interoperability between patient registries and EHRs is factored in from the start. The link to a patient identifier opens up a wealth of possibilities both for clinical processes and clinical research. On the one hand, it would ease the task of patient registries acquiring and validating data and on the other, any high-resolution study addressing a research question motivated from registry data would automatically have the link to many other related health details with which to select the pertinent patient cohort. The current difficulty in gaining access to this information is a cause of considerable effort, expense, and delay in such research;•The framework can be implemented in degrees without breaking any of the underlying data processes. Metadata are not changed but rather mapped to standard metadata descriptions. Moreover, focusing initially on access to core data sets held centrally by each PBPR domain allows a quick win that can be rolled forward gradually to extend accessibility to other data variables;•The framework provides a clear model and set of procedures for guiding the establishment of new patient registries and patient registry domains in order to make them compliant from the outset and thereby save future effort in making them interoperable;•The issues raised within the PARENT guidelines [@b0015] relating to registry data re-use (e.g. data compatibility and comparability; data exchange; mapping of classification codes; and data semantics) are all addressed by the functionality provided by the federated semantic MDR framework. In particular, metadata will be described in a formal manner, removing ambiguities and duplication of terms. Furthermore, it will be described in machine-readable terms and conform to the ISO/IEC 11179 metadata registry standard [@b0155];•Within the federated semantic MDR framework the need for any overarching registration function (such as PARENT's concept of an RoR) would be redundant -- all the metadata are already registered and linked in the framework and therefore can be browsed on a patient-domain basis using a tool similar to the one described in [@b0160];•The framework would eventually negate the need for any central collections of data for data-validation and data-cleaning needs, thereby avoiding further resource-intensive operations;•With such a framework in place, attention and resources can be directed to developing user-interface tools for facilitating browsing, searching, marshalling, and fusing data retrieved from multiple data sources. These tools would serve as a front end to what would constitute a research infrastructure in its own right. Machine-readable metadata with their associated semantic descriptions and SKOS linkages to other resources would make the whole registry community amenable to the growing number of AI tools and applications and add the registry data sets to the growing pool of linked open-data resources.
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